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R U S S I A N I N S T I T U T E
TRANSFORM

ATION OF TERRORISM

It is clear, based on the experi�

ences not only of past decades

but of centuries, that terrorism is a

very old phenomenon. It has of

course taken on different forms in

different places at different times.

At the turn of the century, govern�

ments and societies everywhere

were terrorized by anarchists.

During the 60’s, 70’s, and 80’s,

hijackings by organizations such as

the PLO were viewed as spectacular

events, and given due coverage by

the media – an aspect that would

only grow in importance and of

course culminate in the September

11th attacks in 2001.

I think that today we are now in a

post�modern period with regard to

this relationship between the media

and terrorism. There has been an

increase in lethal attacks but we

have also seen the rise of what we

might call ‘resale terrorism’ –

attacks conducted by individuals or

small networks that are less capable

but potentially more frequent and

widespread. Increased publicity is
inevitable. Nowadays, anyone with a
camera in a mobile phone can publi�
cize something. But this has also
made people more vulnerable, for
example, to cyber�terrorism, which
can be even more effective than tra�
ditional terrorism. The emergence

of Wikileaks is proof of this devel�

opment.

The temptation to leak docu�

ments and to leak information from

governments has been in fashion all

over the world pretty much as soon

as governments started creating

classified documents. It is nothing

new, and there have actually been

far worse and more significant leaks

in the past. In the case of Wikileaks,

there was such a massive leak that

some part of it was bound to be of

interest to the general public. What

is unique today is the potential for

leaked information that can be

spread very quickly with little

potential to be controlled. 

After September 11 there was a

recognition that information need�

ed to be shared across all security

departments within America.

Information, it was realized, should

not be compartmentalized or with�

held, as other departments may rec�

ognize something as significant that

was previously overlooked. So

departments began to share infor�

mation and networks were created

that allowed even low�level employ�

ees to see a lot of messages and

information that they might not

have seen ten years ago. And it was

one such employee who copied the

documents and put them online.

But just imagine what would happen

if something more valuable had been

made public instead of a collection

of low�level routine communica�

tions.

The problem that Wikileaks rep�

resents is one that governments

around the world will simply have

to live with. It’s very difficult to

both share information effectively

and keep it behind an impenetra�

ble firewall from the outside world.

There will be leaks, and there is no

clear way to stop them.

Nevertheless, the long�term

effects are likely much less than

people imagine. There is truly

nothing surprising with Wikileaks,

neither the fact that it happened

nor the content of what was

leaked. Things like this happen

and will continue to happen.

Ultimately, what is more impor�

tant in the modern world is coop�

eration. Right now we are facing

some serious challenges. First

among them is the global financial

crisis, which is certainly not over

and has the potential for even

greater and very negative surprises.

The second biggest problem is pre�

venting the spread of nuclear

weapons to countries such as Iran,

Korea, and Pakistan and dealing

with all other issues in general that

have to do with nuclear prolifera�

tion. In this regard, it is very

important that we ratify START

with Russia. This is extremely

important. Of course, there are

many other issues we could name,

and among them I think I would

put global health near the top. It is

often forgotten, but food security

is becoming a tremendous issue in

much of the world. So Wikileaks

may continue to frustrate govern�

ments but it pales in comparison to

the much larger problems that we

need to deal with. ��
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There has been an increase in ‘resale terrorism’ – attacks

conducted by individuals or small networks that are less

capable but potentially more frequent and widespread


